INTERIOR DOORS

Enhance your home from the inside out with Simpson Door Company’s comprehensive collection of interior doors. These doors are designed to give a coordinated look to your vision.

DOORS IN THIS SECTION ARE SHOWN IN DOUGLAS FIR WITH TEAK STAIN UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
DOORS IN THIS SECTION ARE SHOWN IN DOUGLAS FIR WITH TEAK STAIN UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
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As life goes through your home, you need the right doors to be part of it. Our interior panel and bifold doors are created with the same level of care and craftsmanship that goes into every other Simpson door. The inside of your home has to feel just right, and we’ll help you create that special atmosphere.

**VIEW ALL INTERIOR PANEL & BIFOLD DOORS**

simpsondoor.com/interiorpanel

**SHAKER STYLE FLAT PANEL DOORS**

- **720 FP**
  - Shown in cherry

- **782 FP**

- **760 FP**

- **755 FP**

- **766 FP**
  - Shown in maple

- **701 BIFOLD**
  - Shown in western hemlock

- **702 BIFOLD**
  - Shown in western hemlock

Matching 20-minute fire-rated doors are available for all designs to complete your house package. Visit simpsondoor.com/fire-rated for more information.

**DOOR PROFILE**

SHAKER FLAT PANEL DOORS

- Rail
- Sticking
- 3/8" Flat Panel

**DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE** (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- Any Wood
- Any Size
- Raised Panel
- Flat Panel

*Available in two and four door units*
760
Shown in Douglas fir
RAISED PANEL DOORS

Shown in knotty alder

Shown in oak

*AVAILABLE IN TWO AND FOUR DOOR UNITS

MATCHING 20-MINUTE FIRE-RATED DOORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL DESIGNS TO COMPLETE YOUR HOUSE PACKAGE. VISIT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/FIRE-RATED FOR MORE INFORMATION.

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DESIGN-TOOLS

TEST DRIVE A DOOR  GLASS TASTE TEST  WOOD SELECTOR

72
20
Shown in knotty alder with v-groove panel and 20 with arch top and v-groove panel
FLAT PANEL DOORS

20 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany

82 FP

30 FP

55 FP

160
Shown in Douglas fir
FLAT PANEL DOORS

65 FP

162 FP

1120 FP
CHALKBOARD

1182 FP
CHALKBOARD

43 FP BIFOLD*

33 FP BIFOLD*

DOOR PROFILE

FLAT PANEL DOORS

3/8" FLAT PANEL

MATCHING 20-MINUTE FIRE-RATED DOORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL DESIGNS TO COMPLETE YOUR HOUSE PACKAGE. VISIT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/FIRE-RATED FOR MORE INFORMATION.
BARN DOORS

49801 Shown in cherry

49802 Shown in red oak

49803

49812 with stop red factory-finish

49812 Shown in knotty alder weathered with gray factory-finish

49815 Shown in knotty alder

49813 Shown in walnut

49965 Combines reclaimed fir and pine

49966 Combines reclaimed fir and pine

49822

49823

49824

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DESIGN-TOOLS

TEST DRIVE A DOOR    GLASS TASTE TEST    WOOD SELECTOR

76
49812
Shown in knotty alder

© Nat Rea
INTERIOR FRENCH DOORS

French doors add a certain flair to your home, and by letting in natural light they help create a warm feeling that’s welcome in any type of room. Simpson French doors are available with a wide selection of glass options, any of which will elegantly complete the look you’re striving for.

VIEW ALL INTERIOR FRENCH DOORS
simpsondoor.com/interiorfrench

1501
Shown in cherry with optional shaker sticking and satin etch glass
Pick the tempered glass or resin panel (interior doors only) that is right for you. You may feel that an abundance of natural light is the way to go, or a better fit may be glass with greater privacy. Just keep in mind that we have an option that suits your style (number on glass refers to the privacy rating).

The panels are made with translucent resins and encapsulated materials to create unique, showpiece doors. Choose from natural or textile materials to design the perfect look for your home.
**DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):**

- **ANY SIZE**
- **ANY GLASS**
- **CAMING CHOICES**
- **PRIVACY RATING**

**1603**
with optional white laminate
glass and shaker sticking

**1252**
1712 sidelight

**1253**
with optional sea spray glass.
Privacy Rating 5.

**1256**

**1309**
Shown in walnut with 1709 sidelights

**TEST DRIVE YOUR DOOR**
simpsondoor.com/testdrive

**Shown with optional Sea Spray Glass.**
Shown in nootka cypress with optional shaker sticking.

Shown in cherry with optional shaker sticking.

Shown in maple.

Shown in nootka cypress with optional shaker sticking.

With optional thatch 50% resin panel. Privacy Rating 8.

With optional thatch 50% resin panel.

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DESIGN-TOOLS

TEST DRIVE A DOOR   GLASS TASTE TEST   WOOD SELECTOR
1603
1604
1605
1606

with optional shaker sticking

with optional mistlite glass.
Privacy Rating 8

Shown in white birch with optional shaker sticking

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DESIGN-TOOLS

1505

with optional satin etch glass

4931
4941

with optional shaker sticking

1621

with optional shaker sticking
49930 with shaker sticking

49931 with shaker sticking

49932 with shaker sticking and optional rain glass

49932 Shown in sapele mahogany with optional satin etch glass

ANY DOOR. ANY GLASS. Shown with optional rain glass
**1597**
Shown in knotty alder with molded glass. Privacy Rating 7.

**1501 MIRROR**
1501 door with optional mirror (your choice of one side or two).

**1590 PANTRY**

**1596**

**VENETIA®**
88424 door with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

**1501**
Shown in Douglas fir with optional seedy baroque glass.
1592 WHEAT

1593 LAUNDRY

1594 WINE CELLAR

1595 MEDIA
Clear art on gray satin etch glass. Privacy Rating 8.

1590 TERRACE RIDGE®
88421 door with black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

1590 WINDSOR

1590 NEWPORT
88422 door with black caming. Privacy Rating 4.

1590 WATERTON
88463 door shown in walnut with silver caming. Privacy Rating 5.
Redi-Prime® interior French, panel and bifold doors afford you classic stile and rail construction in 47 standard designs. These doors are primed and ready to paint, and are a smart choice for homeowners wanting a painted look with the durable security of an all-wood door.
DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- CAMING CHOICES
- PRIVACY RATING

8001

8411

8733 SHAKER

8735 SHAKER

8010
Also available as a 12-lite in 8’0” (design 8012).

8015
Also available as a 18-lite in 8’0” (design 8018).

8009

8490 PANTRY

8492 WHEAT

8494 WINE CELLAR

8496

89801 BARN DOOR
with high reflective white factory-finish

89812 BARN DOOR
with tricorn black factory-finish

89815 BARN DOOR
with ellie gray factory-finish
DOOR PROFILE

SHAKER FLAT PANEL DOORS

FLAT PANEL DOORS

EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DESIGN-TOOLS

TEST DRIVE A DOOR  GLASS TASTE TEST  WOOD SELECTOR
Here’s the inside story on these interior doors. They are made from a highly refined MDF, which is a stable and abundant wood fiber material. This blend of modern materials and technology delivers architecturally-true, primed and ready-to-paint doors to fit any interior style. And with four distinct construction methods, there is a stylish solution for any budget.

VIEW ALL MDF INTERIOR DOORS
simpsondoor.com/mdf
INFINITY INLAID MOULDING DOORS

Router-carved MDF doors with inlaid moulding. Choose from raised or flush inlaid moulding profiles. Raised panel appearance and up to 90-minute fire-ratings available.
Traditional stile and rail construction with MDF components. Traditional construction creates architecturally-true designs. Doweled stile and rail joint creates a longer-lasting door. 20-minute fire-ratings available.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY SIZE

VIEW ENTIRE COLLECTION OF BRAVO DOORS

simpsondoor.com/bravo
OVATION LAYERED PANEL DOORS

MDF doors made with unique layered construction. Unlimited design flexibility for a great value. Matching bifold and louver doors available. Up to 90-minute fire-ratings available.

VIEW ENTIRE COLLECTION OF OVATION DOORS
simpsondoor.com/ovation
ENCORE® ROUTER CARVED DOORS

Router-carved LDF doors with foam core construction. Terrific value and lighter than standard MDF doors. Matching bifold doors available. Up to 90-minute fire-ratings available.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY SIZE

VIEW ENTIRE COLLECTION OF ENCORE DOORS
simpsondoor.com/encore